Abstract In line with the era of the 4th Industrial Revolution, 5G technology has become common technology, and 5G technology is evaluated as a technology that minimizes the speed and response speed compared to 4G using technologies such as network slicing and ultra-multiple access. 5G NR stands for 5G mobile communication standard, and network slicing cuts the network into parallel connections to optimize the network. In addition, the risk of hacking is increasing as data is processed in the base station unit. In addition, since the number of accessible devices per unit area increases exponentially, there is a possibility of base station attack after hacking a large number of devices in the unit area. To solve this problem, this study proposes the introduction of quantum cryptography and 5G security standardization.
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1. Introduction

With the recent launch of the 5G service plan by telecommunication companies. Samsung has also launched the Galaxy S10 5G model, and 5G commercialization began in earnest. However, security issues are constantly arising in 5G technology. In particular, issues related to network slicing technology, chopper connection, and edge computing, which are considered to be core technologies of 5G, are mainly discussed.

With the development of 5G technology, the importance of security becomes even more important as not only the existing smart phones,
computers, but also things around us can be connected to the network. Although the features of the 5G network may be advantageous, they are vulnerable to security and have a disadvantage in that they are significantly larger than the 4G network. For example, when an unmanned vehicle using a 5G network is hacked, it is directly connected to a traffic accident, and hacked appliances are exposed to a risk of failure.

This report describes the features and technologies of the 5G network and the resulting weaknesses or security weaknesses. In addition, as a countermeasure against security weaknesses, introduction of quantum cryptography communication technology and standardization of 5G security will be introduced to find out what methods are being introduced and which methods are needed to enhance the security of the 5G network. DoS and DDoS attacks from vulnerable, large-scale connected devices can be a direct threat to 5G networks. According to the European ENISA Threat Landscape Report 2018 report, DDoS attack capacity continues to grow, DDoS attacks via IoT botnets appeared in 2016, and 1 terabyte DDoS attacks per GitHub (1.35 Tbps) in 2018. Since the attack, the magnitude of the attack has gradually increased to a maximum of 1.7 tera class.

2. 5G network

2.1 5G NR(New Radio)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>4G</th>
<th>5G</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Peak data rate</td>
<td>1Gbps</td>
<td>20Gbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User experienced data rate</td>
<td>10Mbps</td>
<td>100Mbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spectrum capacity</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>x3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area traffic capacity</td>
<td>0.1Mbps/m²</td>
<td>10Mbps/m²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latency</td>
<td>10ms</td>
<td>1ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connection density</td>
<td>100,000/km²</td>
<td>1,000,000/km²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network energy efficiency</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>x100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobility</td>
<td>350km/h</td>
<td>500km/h</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Comparison between 4G, 5G

5G is a network technology that dramatically reduces delay time and speeds up to 10 times faster than 4G. In addition, the number of devices that can be connected per unit area is greatly increased, making computing much more effective than 4G [1]. Table 1 compares the performance of 4G and 5G.

5G NR means 5G mobile communication standard, and standardization is to enable mutual exchange or substitution between products. In addition to 5G NR, 5G security standards are underway in 3GPP and others. 5G uses network slicing technology that divides the network and transmits it according to the user, which enables faster transmission / reception. However, as data is processed at the base station to implement the network slicing technique, the risk of external attack also increases.

Fig. 1 shows the development goal of the 5G network. Clockwise from above
1. Ultra-wideband service
2. High reliability / Ultra low delay communication
3. Bulk connections

2.2 Network Slicing

Network slicing differs from shared networks that used up to existing 4G networks. As shown in [Fig 2], the shared network used up to 4G was a structure that directly accesses the network that each entity needs in the shared network. With the network slicing used in the 5G network, one physical network is divided into a plurality of virtual networks, and a virtual network is provided by containing only necessary networks for each entity. At this time, the network is separated in parallel.
Namely, it is possible to maintain quality without affecting other services through network slicing. In addition, since resources are allocated independently to the network, the time delay is drastically reduced [2,3].

First, in the standardization stage, communication protocols and interfaces must be securely designed for inter-working of networks and systems between countries. Until now, 3GPP standard has developed security standards for authentication and key management for mutual authentication between user and network, security standards to protect signaling message of control plane and data of user plane. Has been continually strengthened, but vulnerabilities in standard protocols may exist because the standard defines at least basic security requirements and specifications.

3. 5G security weakness, vulnerability

3.1 Base Station Data Processing

In case of existing 4G network, delay time is longer than 5G because it has to go through central server. In 5G, however, the edge computing function is introduced, and data is processed by placing the server close to the user. Here, the user is close to the base station, which means that the base station does not merely perform the role of an intermediary, but rather the server itself and processes the data.

If the number of servers increases, the number of hacking attempts increases naturally. In the case of existing 4G, if the path for data hacking was only the central server, data could easily be taken out even if only the base station is hacked in the 5G network.

In addition, since 5G is not fully established yet, a non-stand-alone 5G network that processes data with a 4G network is applied, and research has succeeded in sending texts against false disaster by hacking 4G LTE data network. Data security methods are essential [4].

3.2 DDoS risk due to the connection

The 5G network has a high-speed connection function. A super high-speed connection is a technique of greatly increasing the number of devices connectable per unit area, and more than one million devices can be connected per square kilometer. Through this, the 5G network can secure a lot of objects such as automobiles as well as connected smart phones and computers. This can also be a major weakness in security. When a hacker attacks a base station after hacking a plurality of devices within a unit area, it is a DDoS attack in itself, and it is also possible to attack the central equipment and cause a service failure.
[Fig 3] shows the base station attack after hacking multiple devices. In this case, the base station may cause a service failure due to depletion of resources due to simultaneous attacks, and it is also possible to take data in response to a hacker’s attempt.

3.3 Network Slice

The network slice is also positive in that it provides a dedicated network by allocating a virtual network, but there are matters to be considered in terms of security. The security considerations for the network slice were selected from ETRI’s "Hyperlinked Intelligent Infrastructure Security Technology Trend - Mobile Security Center of 5G Era" [5].

1. Denial of service for other slices
2. Depletion of security resources on other slices
3. Sub-channel attack across the slice
4. Most attacks on network slice instances within the operator network
5. Impersonation attack on other network slice managers in the operator network
6. When the terminal is connected to multiple slices.

Also, there is a problem that the optimization of network slice is insufficient since standardization is still in progress. Since security is not properly equipped, there is a possibility that there are more security risks than the above six cases.

4. Solution

4.1 Quantum cryptography communication

Quantum Cryptography is an encryption technique using Quantum. According to ETRI’s "Quantum Cryptography Communication Technology", quantum cryptography communication technology is based on the principle of quantum mechanics, so that it can not be eavesdropped or intercepted, thus ensuring absolute safety [6].

In Korea, SK Telecom acquired the quantum cryptographic communication company for the first time in the world and tried to compensate for the 5G security vulnerability.

![Fig. 4. Quantum Cryptography](image1)

[Fig. 4] shows quantum cryptography communication. The data center and the user each communicate using a quantum cryptographic communication system, where the sending and receiving sides have the same random bit string (password). Quantum technology is applied to the process of exchanging information for bit stream generation.

Another advantage of quantum cryptography is that it detects when an attempt is made to intercept or hack during cryptographic distribution. For eavesdropping, the quantum state transmission channel must be accessed and measured, but the quantum state transmitted due to the characteristics of both must be undermined. This will cause a random bit string to have a Quantum Bit Error Rate (QBER) error and reset the final secret key [7].

![Fig. 5. QBER](image2)

[Fig. 5] shows the QBER generation process. In quantum key distribution process, the phenomenon of quantum superposition is used. In quantum key distribution process, a quantum bit is used as a tool of information transmission. In other words, it means that there is not only one information in one quantum but also many duplicate quantum in one quantum. Because of this quantum superposition, a hacker can not
distinguish what information contained in both of them, even if they are duplicated, so the security is even better.

[Fig 6] is related to quantum superposition. The electrons rotate around the axis, and different rotational states of electrons can exist at the same time. This is called quantum superposition.

In quantum cryptography, the photon used can be divided into a single photon and a multiphoton. Usually quantum cryptography uses a single photon because the risk of eavesdropping due to a PNS attack exists when using multiple photons.

4.2 5G Security Standardization

So far, if security was added to the existing structure, the method using 5G security standardization will consider security from the design stage [16].

5G, like the network slicing technology already described above, organic interaction is a key technology. In order to enable organic interactions, the need for standards is increased. At this time, it is important to consider not only design but also security technology, privacy, etc. [8].

In addition, the importance of 5G security standardization is that it is possible to systematically protect against hacking by building a versatile and robust security system. Currently, several organizations are working on 5G network standardization and 5G security standardization.

4.2.1 5G Security Standardization Status

Currently, many organizations including 3GPP are considering and studying security related standards, and there are four representative ones

1. 3GPP: Non-Standalone NR is defined as the first step of standardization for 5G coverage completion.
2. ITU: Six security standard roadmaps are established and standards development is being done.
3. NGMN
4. 5G PPP: 5G security threats and security structure are under study [9-16].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part 1 : ICT Standards Development Organizations and Their Work</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Part 2 : Approved ICT Security Standards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part 3 : Security standards under development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part 4 : Future needs and proposed new security standards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part 5 : Best practices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part 6 : IdM Landscape : IdM standards, organizations and gap analysis</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 7. ITU 6 Road Maps

5. Conclusion

5G network, based on the core concepts of organicistic and interaction unlike existing 4G, achieved dramatic speed improvement and delay time reduction compared to existing 4G. However, there is also a possibility that the technologies introduced for speed improvement may act as a security threat. Network slicing, edge computing, and high-end connectivity. A hacking method using this technique includes a method of attacking a base station by hacking a plurality of devices connected at a high rate, and a method of taking data processed by a base station using the loopholes of edge computing. Currently, 5G security standardization method is continuously discussed with introduction of quantum cryptography communication technology for 5G
security enhancement. Users can also protect against 5G network security threats by installing complementary tools such as vaccines on each device.
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